Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
CMO_OMall says:
::in sickbay::
CNS_Pratt says:
::In his office::
CE_Stevns says:
@::working with TO_Trebor to refit a probe to send out to the platform::
TO_Trebor says:
@::begins prep for launching diagnostic probe to the defense platforms::
XO_Mav says:
:: on the bridge ::
SCIKoepke says:
::trying to figure out if there is a connection between platforms and space bumps::
CSO_Sulek says:
::at science trying to devise way to detect subspace rifts::
MO_Sherid says:
@::scanning AT::
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: anything that could give us a clue?
CMO_OMall says:
::looks over medical emergency plan again, making sure all is ready::
VCoE_Stef says:
::In Engineering, running diagnostics.::
CE_Stevns says:
TO:could you hand me a plasma emitter.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE: The stadard diagnostic probe is amost adequate for our task.  Just minor changes are needed.
TO_Trebor says:
@::Hands Stevens the plasma emiter::
CE_Stevns says:
@::grabs tool.:: TO:thanks
XO_Mav says:
Sulek: Make sure that the Probe is monitoring the Subspace layer, so we know if that 'thing
XO_Mav says:
Sulek: comes back..
CMO_OMall says:
::checks medical supplies::
CNS_Pratt says:
::Exits office, headed for sickbay::
CE_Stevns says:
@::uses emitter to fine tune the probe and close the hatch::
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: aye ::adjusts probe::
CE_Stevns says:
@::looks at TO::  TO: looks like we are ready
SCIKoepke says:
@CE, TO: how's the probe coming?
TO_Trebor says:
@::goest to consle and runs simulation of probes new sensor package::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: A Subspace tear is detected near a platform on the far side of the planet, draining it of power.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: we are finished just run a last check
TO_Trebor says:
@CE: Aye everything checks out
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: another rift has opened
CNS_Pratt says:
::Enters sickbay::
XO_Mav says:
CTO: Fire the Negatively Charged Tractor beam at that tear!
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: well lets get it out there
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: permission to contact Vesmier medical headquarters
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: good work...now let's see if we can't figure this out
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Hello counselor
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: Granted
CE_Stevns says:
TO:lets launch it
XO_Mav says:
<CTO>XO: Firing! :: fires ::
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Hi Doctor.  How are things in sickbay?
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: a platform on the far side of the planet has lost power
TO_Trebor says:
@::orders ground crew to load probe and prepare for launch::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: launch it when ready
CMO_OMall says:
::sits back in chair:: CNS: sickbay ready to go in case...
SCIKoepke says:
@All: anyone keeping an eye on the platforms? ::walks over to console::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE,SCI: Probe ready, Launching in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,   Launch!
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  May I? ::gestures toward chair::
MO_Sherid says:
@:: contacts medical  lab::
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: Please, have a seat
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Like anything to drink?
CNS_Pratt says:
::sits across from the doctor:: CMO:  Maybe some coffee, thanks.
SCIKoepke says:
@All: One of the platforms was drained from power...a subspace rift opened temporarily
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: Lets keep an eye on it.
CMO_OMall says:
::goes to replicator:: 2 coffees
TO_Trebor says:
@::monitors launch of probe and flight path to newest draind platform::
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: should we prepare another probe
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Seems like quite a bit has changed during the few weeks I was gone.
MO_Sherid says:
@::discusses possiblity of extra power for emergency::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: No effect, I take it?
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: We should try to monitor as many platforms as possible
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: Here you go.  Yea, finally have help
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: so we should prepare anohter probe
CMO_OMall says:
::sips coffee::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Ship suddenly shudders... the Subspace tension increased suddenly
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: yes
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Have you been stuck playing listener/bartender while I've been gone?
CE_Stevns says:
SCI:Aye
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Think... Think! We have to nail this thing...
CE_Stevns says:
@
CNS_Pratt says:
::steadies coffee::
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Probe approaching drained platfomr, begining diagnostic....
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: Vesimer medical is standing by
CMO_OMall says:
::spills coffee::  Ahh!
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: you monitor the probes sensors I prepare another probe.
SCIKoepke says:
@TO, MO: thank you
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Aye sir
CE_Stevns says:
@::leaves with kit and goes to prepare another 2 probes::
CMO_OMall says:
::begins to clean up:: CNS:  Not too bad while you were gone.  A little here and there.
OpsGrey says:
@::continues to monitor all platform functions::
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: Subspace scans indicate that the barrier between sub an real space is weakening.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Would it be possible to somehow create or release particles into Subspace tears? Would it have any effect on the object?
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  How is everyone handling the Captain's transfer?  How's morale?
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Reading an extreme strain on the real space/subspace barrier.....in the area of the draind platform
MO_Sherid says:
@::continues scans::
SCIKoepke says:
@Trebor: so there is a connection
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Been pretty busy since we returned from the last mission.  Starfleet basically sent us right out again.
SCIKoepke says:
@Trebor: anything theories?
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  I think many were hoping for a little r&r when we got back.
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  I think we all needed it.  Any word on who the new CO will be?
CE_Stevns says:
@:: finishes with first of two probes::
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Seems to be.  No real theories yet, but I don't think it is a natural occurance
SCIKoepke says:
@Trebor: same here.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: perhaps a disperesed energy field will indicate a tear before it occurs.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: paces ::
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: Do we know where the energy has been drained yet
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: How long could a field like that last?
SCIKoepke says:
@Trebor: We need to find out WHY the platforms are drained
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Haven't heard.  By the way, I have put you on my list of personel for any medical emergencies...
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  the second probe is ready to be fired.::
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: Just in case they are needed.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  The object appears and drains another platform... Currently not one platform is recharged enough to be of use, and when ones are fully charge the object appears and drains them.
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Understood.  You know my medical skills are somewhat limited, but I'll help when I can.  When things get rough I usually head down here to help out.
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: We know from which... What the ...was that?!
EO_Stefn says:
*CE_Stevens* Stefn here sir. @0 minutes until full power is restored. Request telemetry from the probes br reroiuted through Engineering.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: the last platform is off line
MO_Sherid says:
@::what the.......::
SCIKoepke says:
@All: Did you just see that?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Great... Freakin' Great.
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Thanks.  It sounds like things could get busy soon for us here.
MO_Sherid says:
@Aye
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Lost another one... the net is basically down right now.  we can't get the platforms to charge without them getting drained
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Object appears right near the probe, drains it... and takes it through the tear as it leaves
CMO_OMall says:
::sips what is left of his coffee::
SCIKoepke says:
@All: The probe...the platform...
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  That's the way it seems.  You could cut the tension around here with a knife...
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:  An energy field would not last long.  If we make it specific to the next platform that obtains power we may be able to catch our intruder.
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  So, tell me about your new medical officer.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Sounds good. Do it.
EO_Stefn says:
::Runs scans on the tears::
CE_Stevns says:
@*EO*  The probes are being monitored on the surface.  Just try to keep engineering running.  Keep me informed on any progress::
SCIKoepke says:
@All: A ship that's using subspace rifts to drain energy off objects?
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: shall I launch the second probe.
MO_Sherid says:
@::checks tricorder::
CSO_Sulek says:
Tactical:  I need to know which platform will be next back up to power.
EO_Stefn says:
*CEO* Understood.
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: We have a problem.
TO_Trebor says:
@::Scans for the lost platform,::
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: Do so, and keep a close eye on that probe...I wanna know what that object is
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:AYE
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey:  ?
CE_Stevns says:
@::instruct the ground crew to launch the next probe.::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The probes launched from the surface begin malfunctioning from the Subspace interference
CE_Stevns says:
@::joins TO at the console::
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: Vesimer medical is down
TO_Trebor says:
@ALL:no luch, the probe fizzled
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: second probe malfunctioning
CSO_Sulek says:
*Engineering* prepare energy burst for area surrounding platform. I know we do not have much to spare but give us what you can.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: Subspace bumps?
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: THe probe is gone.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Q shudders again, as the barrier between subspace weakens even more.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  the platforms are being drained as soon as the recover to max power right?
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: The first or the second?
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Doc?  You awake?
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: right
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  we should monitor the platforms and the next on that will reach max power scan it.
CE_Stevns says:
one
SCIKoepke says:
@All: someone tell me they looked at the sensors when the power of that one platform was drained...
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: we should know where it willl happen next.
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: The one from the Q
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: do it!
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  lets find the next platform that will be at 100 %
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: She seem quite capable for the job.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Aye
CE_Stevns says:
@::looks at console and search for theplatform.
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: got it.  what about the malfunctioning one?
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: Need experience though
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Looks like platform 39 delta
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:alright .
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  it is platform 39 delta
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Seems pretty nice too.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:A subspace rupture has appeared
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Is she fresh out of the academy?
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  lets concentrate our scans there.
EO_Stefn says:
::Prepares pahser emitters forfull spectrum energy bursts::*CSO* Understood.
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: Yea, her first assignment.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: keep it under close sensor observation. I want feedback as soon as it gets drained
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:Aye
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Ok... We need to catch that object, patch that rupture, etc... Lets start with that 'thing'
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Well...  Always nice to meet somebody new.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Agreed, adjusting sensors
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: It's whats been creating these problems, tearing the barrier so much.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: aye
CE_Stevns says:
@::looks at TO:: TO:  alright lets get all the information we can.
SCIKoepke says:
@::collect herself, and monitors platform 39 beta through sensors::
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: THe probe is in operable and in a decaying orbit.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: agreed
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  I've heard since coming back aboard ship that you and Koepke are spending a noticeable amount of time together...
CE_Stevns says:
@:: readjusts the sensors and looks on anxiously::
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Yea, she probably will see her soon enough.  ::shurgs at questions::
CSO_Sulek says:
Tactical: do you have the coordinates for the next platform?
EO_Stefn says:
*CSO* Energy burst in your mark.
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Well, she is a freind...
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: Thanx.  No power output anymore?
TO_Trebor says:
@::sending Diagnostic probe to 39Delta::
OpsGrey says:
@SCI Telemetry is being recived sporadically
CSO_Sulek says:
Stefn: stand by
MO_Sherid says:
@:: tries to contact Vesimer medical::
CNS_Pratt says:
::takes another drink of coffee::
EO_Stefn says:
CSO: Standing by...
CMO_OMall says:
::feels a little uneasy::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:probe is not responding...it seems stcuk
EO_Stefn says:
::Checks EPS taps and PTC's::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  try another frequnecy
MO_Sherid says:
@::wishes she had a cup of coffee about now::
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  We spent one time in the holosuite.  Haven't had much time since.
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: we have a probe stuck in subspace.
TO_Trebor says:
@::attempts to work probe over to 39delta
CSO_Sulek says:
Tactical: how long before next platform comes on line?
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Things have been a little rough for Julia lately.  How's she handling it if you don't mind my asking?
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  it has reached full power::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Doesn't seem to be working, for some reason, it is mired in space/subspace.
SCIKoepke says:
@::throws hands into air:: All: wonderful...we just got back from a wild goose chase, get here, and nothing works right, because one is connected with the other and so on!
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Pretty well considering.
CSO_Sulek says:
Eng: release energy platform 39
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: crew stress levels are increasing quickly!
CSO_Sulek says:
*eng*
SCIKoepke says:
@All: I want all eyes on the sensors!   MO: I believe so, mine are up through the roof
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: If we could do what that probe did with a shuttle- and then repair the shuttle we could attempt to fix the instabilites.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Let's hope this works...
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:how about causing the platform to self destruct whenthe object appears?
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  She seems to keep it to herself mostly
MO_Sherid says:
@::eyes on sensors::
EO_Stefn says:
CSO: Understood. ::Releases energy burst::
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  She's somewhat resistant to counselors in general.  I hope she's opening up to somebody.
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: Interesting thought... try it
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  No we dont want todestroy there defenses
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  I think it will just take time. ::sips more coffee::
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  I'm not going to pressure her, but if you think I need to talk to her, let me know.  ::finishes coffee::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Might have to sacrifice one to save them all.
SCIKoepke says:
@::continues monitoring sensors, trying hard to pick up all the data with the drain of power from the platform::
OpsGrey says:
*Q* Grey TO Commnder Maverick- we have an idea.
CTOPeters says:
Mav: Sir, I'm picking up a lone Jem'Hadar ship on long range scans
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: lets talk it over with Koepke.
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  I think in time, when she is ready.
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: Alien thought transmissions being picked up
Host ACO_Mav says:
CTO: Red Alert! Don't move, though... Watch it on sensors, and if it adjusts its course, report to me.
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: what are they saying?
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  Sure.  I understand.  Let me know if I can help.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Grey*Tell me fast... We have Jem'Hadar on sensors.
CMO_OMall says:
::notices red alert::
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  we have an idea of causing a platform to self destruct as the object appears near it.
CNS_Pratt says:
::notices red alert::
CMO_OMall says:
CNS: Help me prep sickbay.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: What about the defense grid?
CTOPeters says:
::puts Q on red alert::
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: Jem'Hadar commander is giving an attack order
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:it is almost completely down at the moment
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: if we do it right that will be the only one destoryed.
CMO_OMall says:
*ACO*:  Sickbay standing by.
FCOBrowni says:
::Notices red alert::
CNS_Pratt says:
CMO:  I need to head for the bridge.  I'll be back if necessary.
SCIKoepke says:
@TO, CE: Be careful. If we destroy it, we're in trouble!
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: Is the Quirinus on battle stations?
CMO_OMall says:
CNS:  Ok
OpsGrey says:
*MAV* We have 2 ideas actually. Mine involves taking a shuttle into space and letting it be sucked into subspace like that probe. We could repair the shuttle and try to fix the instablities.
CNS_Pratt says:
::exits sickbay, enters turbolift::  Bridge
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: alright lets go with your idea.
OpsGrey says:
*MAV* Permission to execute.
EO_Stefn says:
::Reroutes non essential power to shields, phasers and photorps and SIF::
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: Aye
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: tell me which platform
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:AYE sir.
CMO_OMall says:
::finishes with red alert preps::
CTOPeters says:
Mav: The Jem'Hadar ship just suddenly turned back around and warped out of the system
CNS_Pratt says:
::Arrives at bridge::
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Grey*Granted.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO prep the next platform to reach full power to self destruct but plan it careful.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Peters: Oh boy... We're going to have trouble.
CNS_Pratt says:
::assumes red alert station::
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:Second rift near 8th planet
CTOPeters says:
::nods::
TO_Trebor says:
@::begins working on the self destruct sequence for the next fully charged platform::
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: My plan hs been approved. DOes the colony have a shuttle?
CE_Stevns says:
@CE: helps Trebor with plan.
CNS_Pratt says:
CTO:  What's the status, are we under attack?
CTOPeters says:
Pratt: No...but we could be pretty soon...
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: try the shuttle bay
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Have someone prepare a Probe... All it needs to do is carry a message that we need help as fast as possible. It won't get to the 5th fleet in time, probably, but it's worth a shot.
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:we may have to detonate manully. the platfoms don't seem to be able to detect the object
MO_Sherid says:
@Grey: Medical has an emergency shuttle also
CMO_OMall says:
::sits and waits::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  alright set up a manual trigger.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: aye ::prepare probe::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:But the defense grid has a built in redundency  so loss of one platform will not hurt the overall coverage
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI; We have to set up a manual trigger for the self destruct commands.
CSO_Sulek says:
CTO:Fire probe
SCIKoepke says:
@::studies sensor readings::
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: Do it.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: Aye
Host ACO_Mav says:
CTO: Fire the probe towards the Fifth Fleet... Make it as fast as it can go.
CNS_Pratt says:
::Observes bridge crew in action::
MO_Sherid says:
@::keeps a close eye on Koepke::
FCOBrowni says:
ACO: I could take a shuttle to the fleet, sir.  It would be faster than the probe
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  well we can be heros or big screw ups with this one.
CTOPeters says:
::nods and fires the probe on a heading for the fifth fleet, fast as the probe can move::
TO_Trebor says:
@::programs a manual destruct sequence into the platform. :: CE:That is for sure.
OpsGrey says:
*MAV* I need Brwoning here sir- to pilot the shuttle
CE_Stevns says:
@::smiles::
SCIKoepke says:
@::thinks: A sherlock holmes of subspace mysteries would be nice to have right now::
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Grey*Alright... He's heading down.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  The Probe is launched... and falters, the subspace interference is too great for the probe to function properly.  Its systems just shut down
FCOBrowni says:
::Heads to TL::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Browning: No, it wouldn't... But head down to the surface. Grey will brief you on what you're doing.
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: I'll be in the shuttle sir.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:  probe has shut down
FCOBrowni says:
TL: TR1
TO_Trebor says:
@::starts scanning for the next fully charged platform::
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: Take someone else with you, just in case.
Nicke_AGM says:
##SCV2.00
OpsGrey says:
@SCI: Brwoning is coming from the Q
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  once it is set inform me.
SCIKoepke says:
@Grey: understood
FCOBrowni says:
Transporter: Energize
FCOBrowni says:
::Dematerializes::
MO_Sherid says:
@::senses heightened tension in Koepke::
EO_Stefn says:
XO: Aninstability has just appeared around the core.
FCOBrowni says:
@:appears on the surface::
EO_Stefn says:
::Erects a Level 10 force filed around the warp core::
TO_Trebor says:
@CE:Destruct sequency of platform 65 alpha is now on manual control, it will reach full power in 5 min.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Is it possible to stabalize the Subspace without ejecting the core?
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  good work.
FCOBrowni says:
@Grey: I'm ready
EO_Stefn says:
XO: I have erected a filed around the instability.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE, TO: got it ready?
TO_Trebor says:
@::begins scans of platform 65alpha::
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  The plan is ready the next platform 65 alpha will reach full power inapprox. 5 min.
OpsGrey says:
@FCO:'bout time. We are preparing a shuttle to get pulled into subspace.  We have to power the shuttle up from th inside and find a wa to repair sub space.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: we might try a tachyon burst in the subspace field.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: good job.  now we just need to monitor the sensors, and launch the destruct at the right time
Host ACO_Mav says:
*EO*That won't do much..
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: I doubt that would work, but try it.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  we have to play this perfect.
EO_Stefn says:
::Checks Scans::XO: A stopgap at best.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*EO*Prepare to evacuate the Warp Core Chamber...
OpsGrey says:
::enters shuttle and prepares for a cold lauch::
EO_Stefn says:
::Starts to evacuate Engineering::
CSO_Sulek says:
::Releases tachyons to surround warp core.
CSO_Sulek says:
::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Tell me when the instability is about to rupture...
FCOBrowni says:
@::enters shuttle, sits at the helm::
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:Aye
OpsGrey says:
@FCO: Launch when ready.
CMO_OMall says:
*EO* Any injuries?
TO_Trebor says:
@CE: Platform 65 alpha at full power,  other platforms charging normally.  No sight of the object.
CNS_Pratt says:
::feels helpless::
CE_Stevns says:
@::wipes sweat off forehead praying it goes smoothly::
FCOBrowni says:
**::Powers up shuttle and launches::
SCIKoepke says:
@::listens closely to CE and TO::
CE_Stevns says:
@::monitors other platforms::
EO_Stefn says:
CSO: What if we release antigravitions into the warpcore? That should close it.
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: a stronger energy burst might help.
EO_Stefn says:
CMO: None.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  platform reached full power and no sign of object
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Try it..
OpsGrey says:
*Q* we are on our way into orbit
CSO_Sulek says:
Stefn: try a stronger energy field with antigravitons
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: maybe it has detected the self destruct device?
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  It may have, but we can;t be sure unless it can read the computers protocols.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: We don't know what we are dealing with here...
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  I could try masking the self-destructs signal.
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI,CE: Multiple platforms are now online.  we cant tell which it will hit next, and we don't have the rest of them rigged to blow.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: Could we "bait" the object somehow?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: If we released a massive Tachyon field, and quickly created a warp bubble...
EO_Stefn says:
::Gets idea:: CSO: I am opening a static warp bubble in the cre.
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI:  we could try and give a false signal saying all the platforms are on line and try to hit it then.
CSO_Sulek says:
Stefn: Please do.
CMO_OMall says:
::checks over medical equipment::
SCIKoepke says:
@ CE: try it. I want that object identified
CNS_Prat2 is now known as CNS_Pratt.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: and immobilized if possible
EO_Stefn says:
::Changing the warp filed matrix to create a warp bubble::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO: we have to produce a signal that will make the platforms appear to all be online and running at 100%
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The action of trying to create a warp field(Which pushes on subspace) increases the stress on the instability... increasing it.
TO_Trebor says:
@All:Defense grid is charging. It is at 45%.  OK, we can make it look at 100%.
MO_Sherid says:
@::wonders if Koepke is handling this ok::
CE_Stevns says:
@::goes to console and starts working on the signal.::
CSO_Sulek says:
Stefn: drop the warp bubble
OpsGrey says:
**::in orbit::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Q begins shaking as the rupture begins breaching through into Real-Space...
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: simulate ::smiles at trebor::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO:Ok... if we're going to fix this... what happened right before the first rupture appeared? What did we do?
EO_Stefn says:
::Destabilized warp field::
CMO_OMall says:
::notices shaking and worries::
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  I have it ready send it when ready.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*EO*Turn off the warp core!
EO_Stefn says:
XO: I am shutting off warp power.
OpsGrey says:
**::has a shockin realization::
CSO_Sulek says:
Stefn: shut down core
OpsGrey says:
*SCI** power down the platforms
OpsGrey says:
*sci* now
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Instability is minimalized to almost nothing.. but it still remains.
SCIKoepke says:
@*Grey* aye
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: power down the platforms
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Flood the instability with more Tachyons... It's weak, so let's try to finish it off.
CE_Stevns says:
@::goes to platform controls and starts to power down the platforms.::  SCI: AYE
MO_Sherid says:
@::notices a drop in anxiety levels::
SCIKoepke says:
@*Grey* why the platforms?
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:aye
CSO_Sulek says:
::floods core::
OpsGrey says:
*SCI* the minute we powered up all the platforms- bad things happened. therefore shutting them down would do the opposite. Same thing happened on the Q
TO_Trebor says:
@ALL:Defense grid at 32%!
SCIKoepke says:
@*Grey* I see.  Are you sure? It would mean we have to leave the planet undefended
TO_Trebor says:
@All:and falling
SCIKoepke says:
@All: keep the grid up
MO_Sherid says:
@Koepke: Jem'Hadar presence closing
SCIKoepke says:
@All: at lower level
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:Aye
CE_Stevns says:
@::thinks oh great::
TO_Trebor says:
@:begins start up procedure::
CE_Stevns says:
@::rapidly works on getting the grid up and running again.::
FCOBrowni says:
**Grey: The shuttle sensors are detecting a Jem'Hadar fleet
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  lets get this up asap
SCIKoepke says:
@*Grey* we can't leave the planet undefended, we'll power the grid back up
TO_Trebor says:
@SCI:60 min until grid is at full power.
MO_Sherid says:
@::senses trouble on the Q::
OpsGrey says:
*SCI: forget the power down power up. I'd rather die in subspce than by the Jem' hadar
SCIKoepke says:
@TO: acknowledged
EO_Stefn says:
XO: Without warp power, all weapons are non functional and shields will only be able to withstand a few shots.
CTOPeters says:
Mav: The Jem'Hadar are 45 minutes out, sir.
CE_Stevns says:
@TO:  lets cut some corners and get it up quick.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*AT*GET THOSE PLATFORMS UP AND RUNNING NOW!!
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI could we try transfering power from the planet to the platforms and get them to full power faster.
FCOBrowni says:
**ACO* Do you want us to return to the ship?
SCIKoepke says:
@*Grey* If the planet population thinks the same way?
MO_Sherid says:
@Sci: My tricorder is going crazy
CSO_Sulek says:
XO:  more ruptures have occured.
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: go for it1 get 'em up as fast as possible!
SCIKoepke says:
@MO: why's that?
CE_Stevns says:
@:starts the power transfer from the planets power generator.::
MO_Sherid says:
@Sci: Interference from Jem'Hadar
SCIKoepke says:
@::thinks: as if we don't have enough on our hands allready!::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: mutters :: One Ship and a few working defense platforms against a whole fleet..
CE_Stevns says:
@SCI: the transfer didnt work.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Browning*Yes...
SCIKoepke says:
@CE: keep trying stuff...transfer power from all auxiliary sources that can be spared for some time
FCOBrowni says:
**::Changes course, heads back to Q::
CE_Stevns says:
@:: starts to think of any conceivable idea of get it to full power.::
OpsGrey says:
*SCI*: Could we  amke a rift bigger to delay the Jem hadar
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO, CTO: We have 45 minutes to get the Warp Core, Weapons, Shields, and Subspace Communications online...
SCIKoepke says:
@*Grey*: I don't know...
FCOBrowni says:
**::The shuttle moves toward the Q::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CTO, CSO: If we cannot accomplish that, then we are as good as dead.
OpsGrey says:
*Q* CSO: Sulek could we make a rift bigger to dely the Jem' Hadar
OpsGrey says:
**FCO: wher's is a rift that is close to the jem hadar
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: If we can't fire our weapons, then they can't either, right?
FCOBrowni says:
**Ops: checking
CSO_Sulek says:
*grey*:  I believe we can.
OpsGrey says:
*CSO*:How? 
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: Or, we won't have much power...
MO_Sherid says:
@:: Anxiety levels increasing again::
CSO_Sulek says:
XO: If we formed a warp bubble around the outermost rift it should widen the rift slowing down the jemhaddar
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: What would happen if a rift ruptured... inside a star?
TO_Trebor says:
@CE: Grid at 37% 55 min until charged.
Host ACTDMark says:
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